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Remembering David L. Cole (1928–2017): 
A Transitional Figure in Oregon Archaeology

Rick Minor and John L. Fagan

After serving in the Navy at the end of World War II, David L. Cole enrolled 
at the University of Oregon in 1946. He began his career in archaeology working on 
Luther S. Cressman’s crews in the Klamath Basin, where excavations were conducted 
from 1947 through 1951 (with the exception of 1950). These excavations formed the 
basis for Cressman’s reconstruction of prehistoric lifeways attributed to the Klamath 
peoples and their ancestors extending back to before 7,000 years ago, based on the 
recovery of artifacts below ash from Mount Mazama at present-day Crater Lake at 
Medicine Rock Cave. At the Kawumkan Springs Midden, housepits were excavated 
in 1949, and Cressman acknowledged Cole’s contribution in the Preface to Klamath 
Prehistory: “Most of the photography of the excavations of the Kawumkan Springs 
Midden was done by Mr. David L. Cole, student member of the party” (Cressman 
1956:375). Dave received his Bachelor of Science in Anthropology in June 1952, and 
entered the graduate program in Anthropology in the fall of 1952; he was awarded a 
Master’s of Science (M.S.) in Anthropology in June 1954.

Dave continued working with Cressman during excavations in the 1950s at 
sites on the Oregon shore of the Columbia River threatened by inundation behind 
The Dalles Dam. During the second season’s work in 1954, Dave was identified as 
the “field foreman” and as “field director” during the 1956 excavations (Cressman 
et al. 1960:4). Dave is also credited with making “the initial classification of artifacts 
based on the 1953 and 1954 excavations” (Cressman et al. 1960:5).  Dave’s work in 
the field and classification of artifacts from WS-4 and WS-1 provided the basis for 
his M.S. thesis in Anthropology titled “A Contribution to the Archaeology of The 
Dalles Region, Oregon” (Cole 1954).

Much of the information in Dave’s thesis was then included in the published 
report on the University of Oregon’s work at The Dalles. While Cressman was the 
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Abstract   David L. Cole, a former University of Oregon archaeologist, passed away in Eugene 
on 28 January 2017, according to the death record in the 2 February 2017 edition of “The 
Register-Guard” newspaper. Beginning as an undergraduate student working with Luther S. 
Cressman, and later serving as the University of Oregon’s principal archaeologist during the 
early years of Contract Archaeology, the forerunner of today’s Cultural Resource Management 
(CRM), Dave was a transitional figure in Oregon archaeology. This remembrance is inspired by 
the authors’ experiences working on archaeological projects directed by Dave while in the Ph.D. 
program in Anthropology at the University of Oregon.
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primary author, the publication Cultural Sequences at The Dalles, Oregon was prepared 
“In Collaboration with” David L. Cole, Wilbur A. Davis, Thomas M. Newman, 
and Daniel J. Scheans (Cressman et al. 1960). Included in this publication was a 
photograph (Figure 1) with the caption “Indians fishing at Celilo Falls. Photo by D. 
L. Cole” (Cressman et al. 1960:84, Figure 35).

After completing his Master’s thesis, Dave used training received in a human 
osteology class to obtain employment through the civil service as a civilian for Graves 
Registration in southern Japan, working with bodies in the aftermath of the Korean 
War, matching human remains to records of missing servicemen. Based on this expe-
rience in identifying human remains, Dave “represented the National Park Service at 
the removal of the bodies from Grave Island preparatory to raising the water in the 
reservoir of The Dalles Dam” (Cressman et al. 1960:34, 70). Among his other later 
activities at the University of Oregon, Dave continued acting as a physical anthropol-
ogist, often called in to assist law enforcement agencies when human remains were 
discovered, during his later years at the Museum of Natural History.

In 1957, Dave re-entered the graduate program in Anthropology with the 
intent of pursuing a Ph.D. in Anthropology, and obtained a graduate assistantship 
in the Museum of Natural History. During the summer of 1957, Dave and Thomas 
M. Newman from the University of Oregon carried out a resurvey (updating a 1950 
survey), under contract with the National Park Service, of the shores of the Columbia 
River threatened with inundation behind the John Day Dam. From 1958 to 1968, 
the National Park Service sponsored a series of investigations by the University of 
Oregon around the proposed reservoir that ultimately included excavations at 37 

Figure 1. “Indians fishing at Celilo Falls. Photo by D.L. Cole” (from Cressman et al. 
1960:84, Figure 35).
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sites. Although nominally under Cressman’s direction, Dave was actually in charge 
of directing the fieldwork throughout the project’s 11 field seasons. Cole and Cress-
man are listed as co-authors (in that order) of the interim reports for the first three 
seasons from 1959 to1961. The order of authors was reversed (Cressman and Cole) 
for the report on the fourth field season (1962) as Cressman became more and more 
involved in preparations for his own retirement the next year in 1963. Thereafter, 
Cole was listed as sole author in the project’s reports, with the exception of the 1963 
field season where the report consisted of two parts: one by Cole and the second by 
Cole and Frank C. Leonhardy, a student assistant.

The results of each season’s investigations were presented in a series of interim 
reports. Dave was first identified as “Curator, Museum of Natural History, University 
of Oregon,” in the interim reports on the 1961–1962 and 1962–1963 field seasons 
(Cressman and Cole 1962; Cole 1963). Beginning with the next interim report, he 
was identified as “Curator of Anthropology, Museum of Natural History, University of 
Oregon” (Cole 1964). Dave envisioned that the archaeological work in the John Day 
Reservoir would form the basis of his doctoral dissertation. However, as the project 
expanded to include 11 seasons of fieldwork, and he nevertheless continued to take 
on other assignments, he was unable to carve out a dissertation or complete a final 
report on the archaeological research in the John Day Dam Reservoir area. To date, 
the Wildcat Canyon Site (Figure 2) is the only one of the 37 sites investigated that has 
been reported in detail (Dumond and Minor 1983).

Figure 2. David L. Cole (far left) supervising excavations during the 1966 field season in Area 5 at 
the Wildcat Canyon Site (photograph courtesy of John L. Fagan).
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During the John Day Dam Project, Dave and the crew of mostly University 
of Oregon students camped out in tents along the river. Dave’s wife, Shirley, is 
remembered as an excellent cook for the crew. High temperatures during the summer 
months along the Columbia River frequently exceeded 100 degrees, making for long 
days working in the hot sun. John L. Fagan, who as a graduate student worked on 
many projects directed by Dave, recalls a favorite anecdote repeated by a number 
of former members of Dave’s field crews. The crew members practiced a particular 
technique for extending breaks on particularly hot days in which they took turns in 
asking questions just about five minutes before the end of each break. The topics 
could be on a wide range of subjects, and Dave would provide extensive information 
about the requested topic, often resulting in a much extended break. However, as he 
thinks about it now and compares notes with other archaeologists from other crews 
and other times, John suggests that the joke may have been on the crew. It was likely 
Dave’s way of justifying extended breaks for himself. We will never know.

After working on field projects and in the lab as a graduate student and 
then receiving a Ph.D. in Anthropology, John was employed as Assistant Curator of 
Anthropology at the University of Oregon Museum of Natural History from 1972 
to 1974. He considers Dave to have been an excellent field archaeologist and very 
knowledgeable about the archaeology of the region. John learned a lot about field 
techniques for exposing features and sampling sites, and his time in the lab gave him 
an opportunity to learn a lot about analysis and the processing of samples collected 
in the field. John remembers Dave as having an excellent memory and as someone 
who could recall the names of all of the former crew members, details about the 
archaeological sites that he tested, the types of features and associated artifacts at each 
site, details about stratigraphy, and so on. Dave was an inspiration to John in many 
ways, and was one of Dr. Cressman’s students in the era when an archaeologist was 
a self-contained expert in every aspect of field and laboratory work.

At its founding in the 1930s, one section of the Museum of Natural History had 
been formally designated by the Oregon legislature as repository for any archaeological 
collections entering possession of the State, and this included records of archaeological 
sites discovered on State property. In his position as Curator of Anthropology at the 
Museum of Natural History, Dave was responsible for maintenance of the archaeo-
logical site record files, a duty the Museum retained until the late 1970s, when the 
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) came into being. With this, Dave was the 
face of Contract Archaeology in Oregon in the 1960s and 1970s.

An indication of the extent of Dave’s activities during this time span can be 
gained from listings in the Archaeological Reports Database maintained by SHPO. 
The database contains references to 136 reports listing David L. Cole as the senior 
author, but this is not a complete inventory of his writings. Dave’s entries in SHPO’s 
Archaeological Reports Database reflect the growth of archaeological research in 
Oregon during this period.

Aside from interim reports on fieldwork in the John Day Dam Reservoir Area, 
Dave wrote reports on ten other substantial projects during the 1960s, almost all of 
which were surveys in proposed reservoir areas throughout the state. Four surveys were 
conducted for the National Park Service, two for the Bureau of Reclamation, and two 
for the Army Corps of Engineers. One more survey was conducted in the proposed 
(privately sponsored) Coffeepot Dam reservoir area and another survey was in Collier 
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State Park. Dave also directed excavations during four sessions from 1965 through 
1968 at the Mack Canyon Site, a 2,000 year-old housepit village on the Deschutes 
River in Sherman County. He noted that “this project is probably one of the first 
encounters with archaeological work for many of the Bureau of Land Management 
personnel involved with this project” (Cole 1967:1).

At the end of that decade, Dave co-authored A Bibliographic Guide to the Archae-
ology of Oregon and Adjacent Regions, a Special Publication of the Museum of Natural 
History at the University of Oregon (Johnson and Cole 1969; updated in 1972). 
Approximately half the entries pertain to archaeology in Oregon, with the other half 
referring to archaeology in adjacent regions. This bibliography was the first attempt 
to gather references to Oregon archaeology in one source document. The Museum 
did not become an actual repository for archaeological literature, however. The vitally 
important function of serving as a library for archaeological reports in the state would 
eventually be assumed by SHPO after its founding in the late 1970s.

The first few years of the 1970s continued the pattern of reservoir surveys, 
with Dave preparing reports on surveys and testing in the Bonneville Dam (Figure 3) 
and Catherine Creek reservoir areas for the National Park Service, and in the Foster 
Dam reservoir for the Army Corps of Engineers. Dave was the first archaeologist 
to call attention to the existence of Native American vision quest sites, preparing a 
memorandum containing recommendations for protection and interpretation of the 
vision quest mounds near Susan Creek Falls on the North Umpqua River that he had 
first visited in 1962 (Cole 1971).

Figure 3. David L. Cole (left) during excavations in 1972 at the Bad Place Site near The Dalles 
on the Columbia River (photographs courtesy of John L. Fagan).
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In July and August 1973, Dave directed excavations at Dirty Shame Rockshel-
ter in the far southeastern corner of Oregon, which proved to contain evidence of 
occupation between 9500 and 400 B.P.  This work was funded by a grant from the 
National Science Foundation, with C. Melvin Aikens and David L. Cole as Co-Principal 
Investigators. Dave was included as a co-author on the lead article in a series of papers 
published on the results of these investigations, with basketry, sandal, and projectile 
point types interpreted as reflecting cultural relationships with ancient peoples in the 
Northern Great Basin (Aikens, Cole, and Stuckenrath 1977).

In 1975–1976, the Oregon State Department of Transportation (ODOT) 
began contracting for archaeological services with the Museum of Natural History at 
the University of Oregon. Initially, Dave performed surveys under this contract, but 
beginning in 1976 and 1977 reports of this work were most frequently co-authored 
with Richard M. Pettigrew, after the latter’s appointment as the state’s first Highway 
Archaeologist. Dave conducted eight projects for ODOT between 1977 and 1979, 
but most of his work was for a variety of other clients, including Portland General 
Electric (Carty and Pebble Springs reservoir areas), the Army Corps of Engineers 
(Cottage Grove Reservoir), a land exchange at Sunriver for the Deschutes National 
Forest, and various municipal projects in The Dalles, Hood River, Cottage Grove, 
Lowell, and Eugene. 

With the end of the 1970s came stringent measures as the University of Oregon 
struggled against steep budget cuts, and as a result Dave’s position at the Museum 
of Natural History was unfortunately eliminated. According to listings in the SHPO 
Archaeological Reports Database, offshoots of the records maintained until then by 
the Museum, after his departure from the University of Oregon Dave conducted two 
projects in Linn County in 1982 and two projects in The Dalles in 1989. His last 
project report on file at SHPO was for a survey for the expansion of the Joseph State 
Airport in Wallowa County in 1993.

 Dave’s primary activity during his last years at the University of Oregon was 
as the Principal Investigator for archaeological surveys carried out for the Pacific Power 
and Light Company (PPL). The SHPO Archaeological Reports Database contains 23 
reports prepared by Dave between 1978 and 1980 in connection with construction of 
PPL’s 500-KV powerline in Lake, Harney, and Malheur counties and between Medford 
and Klamath Falls in Jackson and Klamath counties. These surveys involved working 
in two-person teams that leap-frogged each other while walking along the proposed 
alignment and access roads in search of archaeological sites. Rick Minor and Kathryn 
Toepel were fortunate to work with Dave on some of these surveys (e.g., Cole et al. 
1979). Walking the powerline route cross-country over the steep and forested Klamath 
Mountains and then across the flat sandy desert of southeastern Oregon to the Idaho 
border was an epic experience that will always be remembered.

Dave was an inveterate storyteller, with his stories often based on his long 
experience directing archaeological field projects in Oregon. One story that stands out 
in Rick Minor’s recollections was about an exchange student from India who applied 
to work on one of the Museum’s summer projects. Although his slight physique did 
not inspire confidence that he could hold up under harsh working conditions in the 
field, the young man assured Dave that he could handle it as he had considerable 
experience working on construction projects in India. As the story goes, once in 
the field the young man quickly wilted under the summer heat and had to take an 
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unscheduled rest. When Dave reminded him that he claimed to have worked on 
construction in India, the young man replied: I did work on construction projects in India. 
My job was carrying the paper roll of construction plans for the engineer.

The many surveys Dave conducted often provided the first looks at archaeo-
logical resources in remote areas of Oregon. He worked at a time before many of the 
archaeological sites known today had been recorded. As Rick Minor and Kathryn 
Toepel discovered during the PPL powerline surveys, Dave never grappled with the 
definition of an archaeological “site”—a good archaeologist simply knew one when 
they saw one. During the 1950s and 1960s, Dave directed excavations at a substantial 
number of archaeological sites around the state. However, with the exception of his 
Master’s thesis, his reports on these excavations were always “preliminary” and he 
never really indulged in in-depth analysis. He was not one to be fulfilled by seeing his 
name on publications. Dave produced few impactful writings; only three reports with 
Cole as the lead author are referenced in the recent book Oregon Archaeology (Aikens, 
Connolly, and Jenkins 2011:430).

The field notes and collections from Dave’s many projects are important sources 
of data for later archaeologists, but inevitably something is lost when the original field 
director does not expound in more detail on field investigations, recovered cultural 
materials, and interpret their meaning. To date, only a few of Dave’s excavations and 
recovered collections have been analyzed and/or incorporated into later studies. His 
unreported 1965 excavations in a pithouse in Collier State Park were written up by 
Cheatham (1990). His unreported excavations in 1961 at a late prehistoric pithouse 
at the Tututni village of Chetlessenten on the southern Oregon coast were summarized 
and radiocarbon dated by Erlandson, Tveskov, and Moss (1997). The field notes and 
artifact collection recovered in 1972 from 35-WS-14 on the Columbia River at The 
Dalles (Cole 1974) were reanalyzed and reinterpreted by Minor (1994). A radiocarbon 
date based on a sample from a pithouse at 35-CU-62 on the southern Oregon coast 
briefly examined by Cole in 1961 was more fully interpreted by Minor, Tasa, and 
Wasson (2001).

Deward E Walker, Jr., founder and co-editor of the Journal of Northwest Anthropol-
ogy, cited another important contribution Dave made to Northwest Anthropology—his 
training of a large number of graduate students in various locations on the Columbia 
River system. Deward commented:

Personally, I was involved in the Blalock Island project and conducted 
excavations on the John Day River under Dave’s leadership where we 
excavated historic housepits that appeared to have been fishing camps. 
He was easygoing and, at the time I worked with him, his wife was a 
great asset to us in our summer field school at Blalock Island when we 
were excavating before construction of hydroelectric developments. 
I liked Dave personally and believe he was extremely important in 
helping realize Luther Cressman’s grand plan for Oregon archaeology. 
(Walker 2017)

Among the individuals who worked for multiple seasons with Dave Cole 
on the Columbia River and who went on to careers in archaeology were David H. 
Chance, Frank Leonhardy, Harvey S. “Pete” Rice, Michael D. Southward, and W. 
Raymond Wood.
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